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Hancock Like the best superheroes, Hancock can fly, is bulletproof, and has insurmountable strength.
He uses these gifts to fight crime in Los Angeles and save people in distress, Unfortunately, he also is
a drunk who leaves a trail of costly destruction behind during his lifesaving pursuits, and his constant
sarcasm fails to win him friends. But after Hancock randomly saves his life, public relations executive
Ray Embrey (Jason Bateman) decides to give him a makeover and help the superhero change his
image so that the police and citizens of Los Angeles will realize how much they need their seemingly
inappropriate hero. All the while, Ray's wife, Mary (Charlize Theron)--who seems to simultaneously
have a strange connection and aversion to Hancock--worries that her do-gooder husband will end up
disappointed by Hancock's antics. The special effects are quite impressive, as Hancock flies through
Los Angeles crashing into buildings, bursting through freeway signs, and flipping automobiles around
as if they were wet noodles. Smith evokes a depth and warmth in Hancock; even when he's unpleasant and anti-social, it's clear that there is more to him. Sony
Fred Claus Sibling rivalry takes on a new dimension in director David Dobkin's (Wedding Crashers,
Clay Pigeons) third collaboration with actor Vince Vaughn, Fred Claus. Ever since his younger brother, Nicholas (Paul Giamatti), was born, it seems that nothing Fred Claus (Vince Vaughn) does is good
enough. Nicholas literally becomes a saint and is beloved by millions worldwide, but Fred is just a
regular Joe. When Fred finds himself in need of big money in a hurry, little brother Santa is the only
one he can turn to. Soon, Fred is working at the North Pole to earn some quick cash and shaking
things up with the elves to the delight of efficiency expert Clyde Northcutt (Kevin Spacey), who is on
a mission to close down Santa's operation. Can the dueling Claus brothers work together to save
Christmas? A sweet lesson is thrown in amongst the sibling rivalry and hijinx: there are really no
naughty children at Christmas, just kids who may need a little or love or a second chance. Vaughn
plays a character familiar to us now, fast-talking but likable with good intentions. He's at his best
when teaching the elves the merits of rock & roll, or talking himself out of sticky situations. Giamatti
is endearing as Santa Claus, who compensates for the stress of his job by overeating. Spacey's emotionally frozen Clyde Northcutt harks back to Willy Wonka's Slugworth as a villain. Frank Stallone,
Roger Clinton, and Stephen Baldwin appear in the film's funniest scene as siblings with rivalry issues.
Rounding at the cast are Miranda Richardson as Santa's wife, Kathy Bates as Mother Claus, Elizabeth
Banks as Santa's assistant, John Michael Higgins as Wiilie the Head Elf, Rachel Weisz as Fred's girlfriend, and Chris "Ludacris" Bridges as DJ Donnie. Warner
ESPN Inside Access: Mike Tyson He truly was the 'The Baddest Man on the Planet,' the undisputed
heavyweight champion and the youngest man ever to win a world heavyweight title. Throughout his
career, Tyson's feats brought him worldwide acclaim and his mere appearance in the ring intimidated
his opponents. Starting with his professional debut March 6, 1985 against Mercedes, his trampling of
Berbick, Smith & Tucker, and ending with the infamous title fight against Douglas in Tokyo on
February 11, 1990, this DVD features Tyson's spirited debut and the ferocious fights that secured
belts, heavyweight Championships, and his place in history as the Knockout King. Also includes rare
press conference footage, more. Genius
Rivalry Series: Michigan Beats Ohio State This DVD hosts a collection of the 3 most memorable
wins over their rivals. Relive three of the Michigan Wolverines' biggest football victories over their
archrivals, the Ohio State Buckeyes. Showcasing epic games from 1969, 1995 and 1997, this collection features Michigan ruining two of Ohio States' most promising seasons. Watch as Wolverines
defender Charles Woodson makes an important interception and returns a punt for touchdown in
1997, helping to propel the team to a national championship. Spanning decades of superstar coaches
and players, the collection is a must have for alum, diehard college sports fans, and devotees of the
pep rally AND the postgame! Collection includes 3 discs of complete games without commercials the
most memorable wins a true fan could hope for. Together, Michigan and Ohio State stand for one of
the most fervor-inducing rivalries in football history. This release highlights three extraordinary and
memorable wins that Michigan has had over OSU. Genius
Rivalry Series: Ohio State Beats Michigan Relive the Ohio State Buckeyes defeating the Michigan
Wolverines in three of the greatest college football games ever played. Watch as the Buckeyes narrowly avert an upset in 1979, struggle to stay unbeaten in 2002 and put their number-one rank on the
line. Showcasing incredibly close games full of drama, this sports program features standout performances by Buckeyes players such as Todd Bell, Maurice Clarett and Troy Smith. Genius
Meet Dave Murphy stars as the minuscule captain of an alien spaceship that lands on Earth in the
shape of a human being that looks just like him. The tiny crew is responsible for making the spaceship look and act like a human being as they search for a powerful orb that went off course and landed in Manhattan. Along the way, the captain--aka Dave--is befriended by Josh (Austyn Lind Myers),
a fifth-grade boy who is being raised by his artist mother, Gina (Elizabeth Banks), since the death of
his heroic Naval officer father. Although Dave and his crew land on Earth believing that the human
race is inferior, they soon realize that there is something to be said for emotions, feelings, and friendship. The fun in this film lies in watching the spaceship Murphy try to assimilate as a human. His
exaggerated facial expressions are priceless, and his skill at physical comedy is apparent throughout
the film. Dave is a sponge soaking up everything around him. The crew's attempts to understand
human culture are also amusing, as they get most of their cultural information from Google and
Yahoo. Fox
Space Chimps Circus monkey Ham III (voiced by Andy Samberg) works in a circus where he's regularly shot from a canon but he still lives in the shadow of his father's legacy (Ham I was the first
chimp shot into space in 1961). A natural born rebel against authority, Ham the third is initially reluctant to go on a dangerous space mission to rescue a lost space probe, but away he goes, for lots of
Right StufF-style astro-training alongside two highly prepared chimps, Luna and Titan (Cheryl Hines
and Patrick Warburton). NASA's by-the-book methods jar with Ham's mischief-making of course, but
once the space training ends, the mission begins, with myriad dangers along the way, including: a bigtoothed monster and a run amok alien named Zartog (Jeff Daniels) whose harnessed the previous
space probe for world-domination purposes, all good opportunities for Ham III to redeem himself.
Despite all the fangs, parents shouldn't worry too much; not a hair on any chimp is seriously singed,
and along the pratfall strewn way there's time for lessons about responsibility and realization of one's
full potential. Fox
Conjurer Art photographer Shawn Burnett reluctantly agrees to move to a rural farmhouse to help his
wife, Helen, recover from the loss of their still-born baby. Shawn begins experiencing unsettling
events surrounding an old cabin on the property. At first skeptical of a local legend regarding the
cabin's history, he soon becomes convinced that the farm is haunted. As a ghostly presence manifests
itself in increasingly deadly ways, Shawn encounters disturbing echoes from his troubled past. John
Schneider, Maxine Bahns, and Andrew Bowen star. Monarch
Beautiful Ohio Actor Chad Lowe makes his directorial debut with this coming-of-age drama about
two brothers growing up in the unconventional household of their progressive parents (William Hurt,
Rita Wilson). Eldest son Clive (David Call) struggles with expectations of being a prodigy, while
William (Brett Davern) contends with living in his big brother's shadow. Set in the 1970s, this quietly
provocative film also stars Michelle Trachtenberg. Genius
Arctic Exposure with Ngel Marven Zoologist Nigel Marven spends 9 months exploring wildlife and
the surrounding area in the Canadian Arctic. In this 5-part series, Nigel follows the fortunes of the
indigenous animals that reside in this unique territory and live under these extreme conditions. From
polar bear cubs fresh out of their birthing den to walruses underwater to an Arctic wolf's breathtaking
attack on a musk ox herd, this DVD shows northern nature in its most primitive state. Other animals
Nigel encounters along his journey include Arctic foxes, beluga whales, great gray owls, harp seals
on ice floes and moose. Integrated into this unique Arctic experience is our own private showing of
the Northern Lights! Genius
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The Ron Howard Spotlight Collection: A Beautiful Mind Director Ron Howard delivers his finest
effort with his extraordinary film, A Beautiful Mind, which won the Academy Award for Best Picture
in 2001. Based loosely on Sylvia Nasar's acclaimed biography of mathematician John Forbes Nash,
the film is a compelling look at one man's genius, his debilitating mental illness, and the fine line
between the two. A Beautiful Mind begins with Nash (Russell Crowe) at Princeton, where he struggles to think of an original idea, and the stroke of genius that will make him matter. Nash is eccentric,
socially awkward, and extremely competitive. Eventually, he finds the inspiration for his innovative
and influential work on game theory. He's chosen for a post at MIT, which includes crucial codebreaking work for the US government. There, he meets a beautiful and brilliant student, Alicia
(Jennifer Connelly). They marry but their happiness is threatened, as Nash, belatedly diagnosed as
schizophrenic, descends into madness. Screenwriter Akiva Goldsman cannily condenses Nash's story,
and the film manages to dramatize both Nash's mathematical brilliance and his schizophrenia in a
compellingly visual manner. Crowe delivers a strong performance, and has real chemistry with
Connelly. The two make the film's story about the power of love believable and moving., Apollo 13
The true story of the near-disastrous Apollo 13 mission. On April 11, 1970, gung-ho astronauts Jim
Lovell, Fred Haise and last-minute, less experienced replacement Jack Swigert blast-off towards the
moon. But while in space, an oxygen tank explodes, putting the trio in peril: they quickly lose oxygen, run out of power, and get exposed to dangerously high amounts of carbon dioxide. Unbeknownst
to them, there are more problems to come, including emotional friction when Jack is (wrongly)
blamed for the explosion. Intensifying the situation is the fact that these mishaps catch the scientists
and technicians at Mission Control by surprise, and they're not sure how to remedy the situation.
Everyone must work together to come up with the right answer -- if the astronauts are to survive...,
Cinderella Man Director Ron Howard and star Russell Crowe re-team after their Oscar-winning collaboration, A Beautiful Mind, for this rousing biopic. It's the true story of boxer James J. Braddock
(Russell Crowe), a heavyweight contender from New Jersey nicknamed "the Bulldog of Bergen," who
lost his fame and fortune during the Great Depression only to win the hearts of the downtrodden during a spectacular comeback. Crowe is masterful as Braddock, with Renee Zellweger playing his wife,
and Paul Giamatti as his loyal friend and manager, Joe Gould. The sharply observed script devotes a
significant amount of screen time to the domestic struggles of Braddock's family; developing character and place with a wealth of period detail, so when the comeback starts, the payoff is enormous. The
matches themselves are unforgettable: raw, intense, riveting, with more than a passing stylistic nod to
Martin Scorsese's groundbreaking 1980 film, Raging Bull. Though it may sound a bit formulaic, one
should remember that this is the true and "original" underdog boxer story from which all others hail,
and it's riveted together with true craftsmanship. Howard has a real skill for plucking audience members' heartstrings, and the performances are first-rate. Giamatti and Crowe play off each other in a
rapport perfectly suited to their roles, especially at the ring, where the one's manic intensity makes a
perfect contrast to the other's warrior grace., Backdraft A blast of flames can take a life ... and hide a
secret. Fireman brothers William Baldwin and Kurt Russell battle each other over past slights while
trying to stop an arsonist from torching Chicago as part of a diabolical agenda. Co-starring Robert De
Niro, Jennifer Jason Leigh and Donald Sutherland, director Ron Howard's epic tale will thrill you
with incredible effects. Universal
Slap Shot 3 A team of young hockey players with little skill and a knack for losing gets a chance to
salvage its miserable season under the guidance of the outrageous Hanson Brothers, Steve (Steve
Carlson), Jeff (Jeff Carlson) and Jack (David Hanson). The third installment in the Slap Shot series,
this action-packed sports comedy features Leslie Nielsen and all-star hockey players Mark Messier
and Doug Gilmour. Extras include deleted scenes, outtakes, making of the film, and more. Universal
Star Wars: The Clone Wars On the battlefield of the Clone Wars, Obi-Wan Kenobi and his friend
Anakin Skywalker -- the future Darth Vader -- fight to keep the republic together in this feature-length
animated addition to the Star Wars franchise. Joined by Padmé Amidala and Anakin's new apprentice,
Ahsoka, our Jedi heroes do battle against a formidable range of opponents led by Palpatine, Count
Dooku and General Grievous. Warner
Gomer Pyle U.S.M. C. The Final Season This spin-off of The Andy Griffith Show featured beloved
mechanic Gomer Pyle entering the Marine Corps. Jim Nabors played Pyle, resurrecting the character's
catchphrases, including "Surprise, surprise, surprise!" and "Shazam!" said in Pyle's trademark
Southern drawl. Well, golly! Jim Nabors returns for a fifth and final season of this endearing television classic as the affably inept U.S. Marine from Mayberry with a knack for hilarious high jinks and
mild-mannered misadventure. Season highlights include Gomer and Sgt. Carter squaring off for the
hand of a beautiful actress, and the platoon lands their big break when they get the chance to sing in
an upcoming Hollywood movie. His genial goofiness often clashed with the brashness of Sgt. Vince
Carter (Frank Sutton), providing much of the show's humor. This collection presents the fifth and
final season of this show about America's favorite Private. Disc 1 includes the following episodes:
"Car For Sale," "Corporal Duke," "The Booty Prize," "Return of Monroe," "Just Move Your Lips,
Sergeant," "All You Need Is One Good Break," "A Marriage Of Convenience" and "A Star Is Not
Born." Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Come Blow Your Top," "A Little Chicken Soup
Wouldn't Hurt," "Gomer, The Perfect M.P.," "The Wild Bull Returns," "Hit And Write," "Two On The
Bench," "A Tattoo For Gomer" and "Win A Date." Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "Marriage,
Sgt. Carter Style," "To Save A Life," "Dynamite Diner," "Freddy's Friendly Computer," "Gomer
Maneuvers," "Gomer Tends A Sick Kat" and "I'm Always Chasing Gomers." Disc 4 includes the following episodes: "The Short Voyage Home," "Proxy Papa," "Hare Today, Gone Tomorrow," "Flower
Power," "Show Time With Sgt. Carol," "My Fair Sister" and "Goodbye Camp Henderson, Hello Sgt.
Carter." Paramount/CBS
Mod Squad Season 2, Volume 1 Cops and hippies never got along--that was, until the Mod Squad
arrived on the scene. Debuting in 1968, the hit series offered a countercultural spin on the conventional police drama. Able to go places normal cops couldn't, the Mod Squad included a diverse group of
troubled young adults: rich-kid-turned-car-thief Peter (Michael Cole), Watts rioter Linc (Clarence
Williams III), and free-spirited runaway Julie (Peggy Lipton). Together, they formed a tenuous
alliance with the fuzz, going undercover to nab lowlifes who preyed on the young while also grappling with the moral dilemmas presented by selling out to "the man." Though the premise may seem
far-fetched, the series was actually based on the experiences of series creator Bud Ruskin, who
worked in an L.A. narcotics squad. Season highlights include the team investigating an illegal abortion ring, and a good deed lands Pete at the center of a homicide investigation when he's framed for
murder. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "The Girl In Chair Nine," "My Name Is Manolete,"
"An Eye For An Eye" and "Ride The Man Down." Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "To Linc With Love," "Lisa" and "Confrontation!.": Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "Willie Poor Boy,"
"The Death of Wild Bill Hannachek" and "A Place To Run, A Heart To Hide In." Disc 4 includes the
following episodes: "The Healer," "In This Corner - Sol Alpert" and "Never Give The Fuzz An Even
Break." Paramount/CBS
The Nutty Professor Jerry Lewis voices his legendary role of Julius Kelp -- aka The Nutty Professor - in this animated sequel to the classic comedy. Kelp's grandson, Harold (voiced by Drake Bell), finds
Julius's special elixir and releases an arrogant alter ego. Soon, his dual life becomes humorously
chaotic, ultimately leading to a showdown when Harold's cooler half tries to take over for good.
Andrew Francis also lends his voice to the film. Genius
Gonzo: The Life and Work of Dr. Hunter S. Thompson Always willing to hurl himself right in the
middle of the action, journalist and author Hunter S. Thompson was fearless as well as reckless. This
documentary looks beyond his wild antics to focus on the courage and principles that made him a success. Rare home movies, audiotapes and unpublished materials offer added insight into this complex
man, who was well-known for his fondness for sex, drugs and alcohol. Magnolia
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Kung Fu Panda Po (voiced by Jack Black), a clumsy and ever-hungry panda, is a huge kung fu fan,
but seems destined to sell noodles like his father, Mr. Ping (James Hong), who inexplicably happens
to be a goose. When Po literally crashes a ceremony involving martial-arts masters Shifu (Dustin
Hoffman) and Oogway (Randall Duk Kim) and their pupils, the Furious Five--which includes Tigress
(Angelina Jolie, in a surprisingly small part) and Crane (David Cross)--he ends up being selected by
the latter elder as the revered Dragon Warrior. As the skeptical Shifu reluctantly trains the hapless Po,
his former star pupil, Tai Lung (Ian McShane), escapes from a high-security prison, setting up a collision course between the bumbling bear and the powerful villain. One of the finest animated films
released under the Dreamworks banner, While Black (in endearingly restrained mode), Hoffman,
Kim, and McShane voice their characters with verve, the real stars of Panda are directors Mark
Osborne and John Stevenson and their animators, who lovingly depict ornate Chinese chambers and
vast mountainous vistas, as well as blazing kung fu battles. A movie with remarkably wide appeal,
Kung Fu Panda delivers on its quirky, high-concept title with gleeful aplomb.Dreamworks/Paramount
Furious Five In Secrets Of The Furious Five, Po faces what may be his greatest challenge: trying to
teach a class of young Kung Fu students. To gain the unruly group’s attention, he leans on the one
thing closest to his heart—his Kung Fu fan-boy knowledge. Secrets Of The Furious Five further
expands on the stories of Monkey, Tigress, Mantis, Viper and Crane as Po relates how they unlocked
important lessons to become truly excellent in the art and ideals of Kung Fu. Dreamworks/Paramount
Bones Season 3 Like the famous duos in The X-Files and Moonlighting, the prickly pairing of Dr.
Temperance "Bones" Brennan (Emily Deschanel) and Agent Seeley Booth (David Boreanaz) is what
drives this crime series. As Brennan and Booth butt heads, they attempt to solve grisly mysteries with
his FBI experience and her knowledge of forensic anthropology. The show's adept mix of crime and
comedy rides on the strong shoulders of their chemistry. This drama draws inspiration from the life
and work of bestselling author Kathy Reichs, a forensic anthropologist like her onscreen counterpart.
Brilliant forensic anthropologist Dr. Temperance "Bones" Brennan (Emily Deschanel) and FBI
Special Agent Seeley Booth (David Boreanaz) return for a third season in this popular procedural
drama. To solve decades-old murder mysteries, Bones applies her unique ability of finding clues in
the victims' skeletal remains, while Booth uses the people skills that she lacks. The hit series is based
on the cases of a real-life forensic scientist. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "The Widow's
Son in the Windshield," "Soccer Mom in the Mini-Van" and "Death in the Saddle." Additional Actors:
J. Skylar Testa, Robin Hines, Raphael Sbarge. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "The Secret in
the Soil," "Mummy in the Maze," "Intern in the Incinerator" and "Boy in the Time Capsule."
Additional Actors: Scoot McNairy, Beth Grant, Gill Gayle. Disc 3 includes the following episodes:
"The Knight on the Grid," "The Santa in the Slush," "The Man in the Mud" and "Player Under
Pressure." Additional Actors: Bess Wohl, Ray Abruzzo, Loren Dean. Disc 4 includes the following
episodes: "The Baby in the Bough," "The Verdict in the Story," "The Wannabe in the Weeds" and
"The Pain in the Heart." Additional Actors: E.J. Curse, Geoff Meed, Corbin Allred. Disc 5: Bonus
Material The bonus material for the darkly comic series' third season includes the inaugural four
episodes of season 4! This includes the following episodes: "Yanks in the UK: Part 1," "Yanks in the
UK: Part 2," "The Man in the Outhouse" and "The Finger in the Nest." Additional Actors: Jane How,
Sheila Reid, Ed Coleman. Fox
Blood Wars A chilled-out college student has his world turned upside down by a vampire queen in
Blood Wars, a bloodthirsty drama about the eternal struggle of good and evil. When the student and
his friends learn that a coven of vampires are living (and feeding) near campus, they become entangled in a centuries-long fight between the fanged beasts and the sentries who hunt them. MTI
Crossroads Two years into his studies at a seminary, a young Jesuit named Peter (Jacob Pitts) finds
himself torn between his devotion to God and his feelings for a beautiful, free-spirited woman named
Jill (Amy Acker), whom he meets while working in a soup kitchen. Filmed on location in Mobile,
Ala., this drama from writer-director Murray Robinson also features Frank Langella, Alan Arkin,
Orson Bean and William Lee Scott. MTI
Beverly Hills 90210 6th Season Television producer extraordinaire Aaron Spelling launched a popculture phenomenon with his 1990s teen soap opera Beverly Hills 90210, a landmark series that not
only set the standard for '90s teen culture, but singlehandedly wrote the template for later shows like
Dawson's Creek and The O.C. Created by Darren Star, the glitzy series chronicled the coming-of-age
dramas of Minnesota siblings Brandon (Jason Priestley) and Brenda Walsh (Shannen Doherty) as they
adjusted to their new lives in the affluent environs of the zip code of the title, where they attended the
fictional West Beverly High with a tight-knit group of teenage friends: goodnatured jock Steve
Sanders (Ian Ziering); naive virgin Donna Martin (Tori Spelling); aspiring DJ David Silver (Brian
Austin Green); blonde siren Kelly Taylor (Jennie Garth); and troubled bad-boy Dylan McKay (Luke
Perry). Like Degrassi, the series attempted social commentary by crafting storylines featuring a wide
range of issues affecting '90s teens, including alcoholism, drug abuse, sex, and depression. Dylan,
Brandon, Kelly and the rest of the gang return for a sixth season of this phenomenally popular nighttime soap opera, continuing to come to grips with the ups and downs of becoming young adults and
finding their way in the world. In this season, Dylan falls in love with the daughter of the man he
believes killed his father; Donna's relationship with Ray takes a dark turn; and a beautiful occasion is
marred by tragedy. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "Home Is Where The Tart Is," "Buffalo
Gals," "Must Be A Guy Thing," "Everything's Coming Up Roses" and "Lover's Leap." Additional
Actors: Ann Gillespie, Dave Koz, Elisa Donovan. Disc 2 includes the following episodes:
"Speechless," "Violated," "Gypsies, Cramps and Fleas," "Earthquake Weather" and "One Wedding
And A Funeral." Additional Actors: Stanley Kamel, Jason Wiles, The Cramps. Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "Offensive Interference," "Breast Side Up," "Courting," "Fortunate Son" and
"Angels We Have Heard On High." Additional Actors: Katherine Cannon, Wings Hauser, Alan Fudge.
Disc 4 includes the following episodes: "Turn Back The Clock," "Fade In, Fade Out," "Snowbound,"
"Nancy's Choice" and "Flying." Additional Actors: Randy Spelling, Robert Patrick Benedict, Roger
Corman. Disc 5 includes the following episodes: "Bleeding Hearts," "All This And Mary Too," "Leap
of Faith" and "Coming Out, Getting Out, Going Out." Additional Actors: Paige Moss, Rebekah
Carlton, Guy Boyd. Disc 6 includes the following episodes: "Smashed," "Flirting With Disaster,"
"Strike The Match" and "The Big Hurt." Additional Actors: Mike Genovese, Samantha Lemole, Lara
Steinick. Disc 7 includes the following episodes: "Ticket To Ride," "Ray Of Hope" and "You Say It's
Your Birthday?: Part 1 & 2." Additional Actors: Deborah Lacey, Michael Woolson, Dan Moriarty.
Paramount/CBS
Remembering Vietnam: The Wall at 25 Of all our nation's conflicts, the Vietnam War evokes the
rawest emotions and has galvanized and divided Americans from the turbulent decade it helped define
to the present day. In the quest to create a memorial honoring the 58,195 service members lost in our
nation's longest and most controversial war, passions ran high. Some believed it would never be built.
Yet out of the mayhem, a uniquely moving and beautiful monument emerged. Here is that remarkable
story. Remembering Vietnam: The Wall at 25 presents decorated Vietnam veteran Jan Scruggs, whose
vision in 1979 to build a Vietnam memorial was met with cynacism and opposition, and Maya Lin,
the Yale undergraduate whose etched granite memorial was once called a "black gash of shame,"
nearly halting the project. Now, 25 years later, Smithsonian Channel explores the very personal story
of "The Wall," from its unlikely beginnings to its current stauts as Washington, D.C.'s most-visited
monument, drawing millions each year to grieve, pay tribute or heal old wounds. Infinity
Health Matters: The Truth About Cancer: Told by filmmaker Linda Garmon, this program shares the
personal story of her own husband's battle with cancer. The Hidden Epidemic: Heart Disease in
America: Doctors are learning remarkable new things about the disease, including where it starts, how
it occurs, and what that means for us. Depression: Out of the Shadows: This film provides an
unprecedented portrait of the disease. FAT: What No One is Telling You: Open abuse of fat people is
our last accepted prejudice. The Forgetting: A Protrait of Alzheimer's: This compelling film follows
the trials and triumphs of researchers battling Alzheimer's disease. Dr. Steven DeKosky's team conducts scientific tests. WGBH Boston
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24: Redemption sets the scene for the seventh season of FOX's blockbuster action series 24, and it
does so with all the fast-paced verve fans have come to expect from the franchise. This feature-length
movie finds Federal Agent Jack Bauer working alongside old friend Carl Benton (Robert Carlyle) at
an underprivileged boys' school in war-ravaged Sangala, Africa. Despite receiving a subpoena from a
squirrelly bureaucrat (Gil Bellows), Jack springs into action when the coward of a U.N. representative
who's been assigned to protect the village does nothing to stop a heinous warlord (Tony Todd) from
kidnapping schoolchildren to be recruited in his army and staging a coup. Meanwhile, in the United
States, it's the day of inauguration for the country's first female president, Allison Taylor (Cherry
Jones), but her son just may be the target of the corrupt businessman (Jon Voight) responsible for
funding that bloody African uprising. For fans of 24, this full-throttle TV movie is a must-see. Fox
Perry Mason Seaosn 3, Volume 2 First conceived in the books of Erle Stanley Gardner, Perry Mason
was an ingenious criminal defense lawyer able to solve the most difficult of cases with his incredible
courtroom prowess. Screen legend Raymond Burr brought the character to indelible life in the classic
1950s television series Perry Mason, which singlehandedly set the standard for later courtroom dramas such as L.A. Law and Law & Order. With dogged determination, Mason consistently cleared the
names of his wrongly accused clients--often by getting the real criminal to break down on the witness
stand! Brilliant defense attorney Perry Mason (Emmy-winner Raymond Burr) is back for more justice
in this collection of episodes from the show's third season. Assisted by secretary Della Street (Emmywinner Barbara Hale) and detective Paul Drake (William Hopper), Mason can crack the toughest
cases. Then it's off to the courtroom, where he employs his razor-sharp cross-examination skills and
the occasional surprise witness to exonerate his clients. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "The
Case of the Spurious Sister," "The Case of the Watery Witness," "The Case of the Garrulous Gambler"
and "The Case of the Blushing Pearls." Additional Actors: Richard Anderson, Raymond Burr, Ray
Collins, Barbara Hale, Karl Held, William Hopper, Wesley Lau, Lee Miller, Terrence Clay. Disc 2
includes the following episodes: "The Case of the Starlted Stallion," "The Case of Paul Drake's
Dilemma," "The Case Of the Golden Fraud" and "The Case of the Bartered Bikini." Additional
Actors: John Harmon, Howard Hoffman, Trevor Bardette, Bruce Gordon, Robert Cornthwaite, Robert
Bice, Norman Leavitt, Barbara Hale, Stephen Bekassy. Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "The
Case of the Artful Dodger," "The Case of Lucky Legs," "The Case of the Violent Village" and "The
Case of the Frantic Flyer." Additional Actors: Cosmo Sardo, Max Wagner, Lisabeth Hush, Ray
Kellogg, Doreen Lang, Michael Miller, John Archer, James Bell, Wilton Graff. Paramount/CBS
The Heart of Pilates with KJ Luker: Beginning Pilaes Workout This excellent exercise program provides a thorough introduction to Pilates for novices. Certified Pilates instructor Kj Luker discusses the
basic principles of Pilates and then leads viewers through two complete 20-minute workouts. Part 2 of
Luker's hit PBS special, "The Heart of Pilates," is included, along with a special bonus segment,
"Take a Hike with Kj." Luker owns a popular Pilates studio in Los Angeles. KC Sales
Healthy Cooking Volume 1 & 2 The Spragues--Steve, a former firefighter, and Jessica, a holistic
health practitioner--teach amateur and experienced cooks alike how to improve their eating habits
with simple, healthy recipes. This volume focuses on the many delicious, nutritious ways to prepare
hearty beans and grains. KC Sales
Healthy Cooking Volume 2 Steve and Jessica Sprague teach home cooks new and easy ways to prepare healthy meals for the whole family. This volume focuses on fun, inventive ways to work with
vegetables, salads, and homemade dressings. KC Sales
Sexy & Fit After 40 Combining calorie-burning aerobic exercises with muscle-building resistance
training, this easy-to-follow workout routine is designed to help women ages 40 and older stay fit and
healthy. The low-impact regimen targets the upper body, lower body and abs, with an emphasis on
burning fat, toning muscles and strengthening the entire body. Viewers can add ankle weights for a
more challenging workout. KC Sales
Mickey Mantle Widely regarded as one of Major League Baseball's most popular players, Mickey
Mantle captured the collective imagination of the country with his stunning combination of skill,
uncanny natural ability and charisma. Known as much for his hard-living exploits off the field as he
was for his abilities with a bat and glove, Mantle was one of the first American athletes to transcend
the sports world and become a true pop culture icon. This documentary tribute looks back at Mantle's
amazing 18-year career with the New York team, and analyzes his lasting effect on the nation's pastime. KC Sales
Jackie Robinson Recognized as one of the most influential figures of the civil rights movement, the
achievements of Hall of Fame major leaguer Jackie Robinson have transcended the baseball diamond
and become a source of inspiration for people all around the world. Explore the life of this true
American hero, whose grace, talent and courage helped to pave the way for generations of African
Americans who've followed in his footsteps. KC Sales
The Great Speeches President Ronald Reagan The beloved late president Ronald Reagan, credited
with bringing an end to the Cold War, is honored in this collection of memorable speeches. Twelve
key lectures are contained in a program that chronologically track two terms in office, from his nomination in 1980 to his emotional farewell in 1988. This collection includes his portentous vision of
1980s prosperity in "Economic Recovery" and a historic lecture about the "Berlin Wall" in 1987 that
ultimately led to the "Soviet US Summit" in 1987. This concise package brilliantly encapsulates the
contributions of a great leader during a remarkable political era. KC Sales
U.S. Presidents 1020-2008 Featured in this 3 DVD set are original speeches by 13 Presidents of the
United States including Herber Hoover, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Harry S. Truman, Dwight D.
Eisenhower, John F. Kennedy, Lyndon Baines Johnson, Richard Nixon, Gerald R. Ford, Jimmy Carter,
Ronald Reagan, George H.W. Bush, Bill Clinton, and George W. Bush. This three-volume set in the
U.S. Presidents series covers the years 1929 through 2008. Major events from each president's term
are reviewed. Chapters include everything from "Roosevelt Addresses Carolina Political Union" to
"George W. Bush Gives The State Of The Union." KC Sales
Stax The Memphis-based Stax label enjoyed an incredible run of hits in its heyday. Artists such as
Otis Redding, Isaac Hayes, Booker T. & the MGs, and Mavis Staples were all signed to Stax, and it
seemed like the label couldn't put a foot wrong as its roster helped define the soul/R&B scene. But the
label fell on dark days, and personal disasters such as the death of Otis Redding have added a great
tragedy to the Stax story. Respect Yourself is a documentary on the label, which has been filmed to
celebrate the 50th anniversary of Stax. The program was shot for PBS and features performances,
interviews, and rare footage from the Stax vaults. Infinity
Encounters At The End Of The World Werner Herzog returns to the non-fiction world once again
with Encounters At The End Of The World, his latest exploration into the dangerous beauty that exists
in nature. This time, Herzog travels to Antarctica in order to deliver a funny, visually arresting,
dreamlike glimpse into Earth's most mysterious continent. Herzog begins by interviewing the many
bizarre and unique individuals who have chosen to live and work in the secluded, frozen McMurdo
Station. These characters aren't far removed from Herzog's quirkiest narrative features; as he interrogates them, it is clear just how amused he is by their off-kilter personalities. After a while, he leaves
the humans behind in order to focus on the creatures that populate the continent--most notably, seals
and penguins. In one unforgettable sequence, a lone penguin breaks off from the pack and ventures
off into the distance, never to be heard from again. Herzog's subsequent questioning of an expert, in
which he contemplates a penguin's ability to become deranged, is the director at his most overtly
humorous--but there's a sincerity to his questioning that keeps it from sarcasm. The film builds to a
gorgeous, haunting conclusion, in which producer/composer/cohort Henry Kaiser takes a camera
along with him deep into the sea, under all of that ice, at which point we are exposed to magical
visions that feel downright otherworldly. Deftly balancing humor and seriousness, Encounters At The
End Of The World is another gem in Herzog's already legendary canon. Image

